
VOLTAGE MATTERS! 

Many doctors are now discovering that micro-current therapy is a great help in avoiding and 

treating diseases and pain. The reason is that low voltage, low pH and low oxygen are implicit in 

the disease process and increased voltage, increased pH and increased oxygen are all needed for 

successful treatment. 

Doctors of Nutripathy® have known this since 1976. That is 40 years ago! The conductivity 

reading (Salts) part of the Biological Immunity Analysis® (BIA®) is a convenient indicator of 

the voltage status of the body, but only if you are measuring it against the BIA® Balanced Salts 

number, not relative to the so-called "perfect reading" of 7. 

Electricity is as important for powering your body as for powering your computer and other 

household appliances. Your body is composed of trillions of cells which produce electrical 

signals that run almost instantaneously through the body as nerve signals, controlling all bodily 

functions both conscious and unconscious. 

Imagine the difference between driving your electric car after a night of recharging or after 

forgetting to charge the car. You are like an electric car in need of constant energy though this 

becomes more critical the more diseased and more fatigued you become. When you are in pain 

and sick with disease it is safe to assume your voltage is low, that you are deficient in electrons. 

Many times, voltage (electron) deficiency gets concentrated in one location, for example, a 

tumor or ulcer, and systemic treatments lack the power to penetrate. 

By reducing the negative "Salts Gap" you are gradually chipping away at diseased organs or 

body parts with pure energy, with electrons, with voltage. Add increased oxygen and the 

restoration of the body's natural ability to eliminate the acidity and seeming miracles can happen. 

If your body can accept and hold enough voltage it can fire up the immune system, which needs 

all the voltage it can get when it has to battle disease. 

Your body has a measurable voltage. The body is electric. Every organ in your body has its own 

measurable electromagnetic current, which can be measured. Electrocardiograms for the heart 

and electroencephalograms for the brain measure this current. 

If the frequency and voltage of your body drops, disease sets in. This is why it is important to 

keep your voltage high. It is normal for the Salts Gap to go negative as we age or become 

fatigued. To restore wellness, keep the negative Salts gap to no more than 5 points. You must 

keep every organ/gland operating at 50mV or better at which point the body can utilize the 

electrons for healing. The mitochondria of your cells will eat the electrons alive and produce 

more ATP. 

A Doctor of Nutripathy® works with the body chemistry in an effort to duplicate what is found 

in Nature -- a wide range of frequencies that are able to transfer energy to the cells by having the 

frequencies that will resonate with the various types of cells in the body. Thus, it is an effort to 

have the same effect as applying numerous amino acids, enzymes, essential oils, minerals or 

vitamins and not having to figure out which items are needed. 



Cell replenishing with voltage is a safe, non-toxic way to help cells regain their electric field 

balance which should restore normal metabolism and revitalize the cells. The restoration is 

usually first noticed in the improved younger looking appearance of the skin. 

What is your voltage? A Hair Mineral Analysis (HMA) can help you gain this knowledge. An 

even better way is to get a BIA®, urine/saliva analysis, at your earliest convenience. Both of 

these analysis are non-medical in nature. The HMA uses hair to determine the mineral balance of 

the body. The BIA® is a soil analysis applied to the human body by testing urine & saliva. There 

are very few practitioners who fully understand these two wonderful modalities for restoring 

wellness to the body but the time and effort required to find one is well worth it. 

Mineral levels in your body are an all-important factor for establishing overall wellness of the 

body. Everything comes from minerals. Minerals are the basic building blocks of the body. So go 

your minerals, so goes your body -- often ending up in a disease state when in reality it all started 

with improper mineral ratios that should have been noticed and corrected years earlier. Minerals 

are the FIRST domino. Most symptoms later in life are the result of unbalanced mineral ratios 

earlier in life. If your mineral ratios are out of balance, no amount of right anything is going to 

have a lasting effect until you fix those ratios. You cannot get this info from blood, urine or 

saliva. For example, the body will "rob Peter to pay Paul" for years to keep the blood normal. 

Blood is your lifeline. The body will rob from less critical areas to provide what the blood needs 

to remain normal. This may create symptoms, like the ones you are reporting, but they won't be 

life-threatening symptoms like it would be if your blood falls out of normal ranges. This is why 

you can feel terrible and still have a blood test that is "normal." 

Please note that a Doctor of Nutripathy® is an unlicensed, unregulated profession based in 

American common-law and adheres to a faith-based wellness science. No attempt to diagnose, 

cure or prevent disease is ever accomplished. A Doctor of Nutripathy® has only one thing in 

mind -- the restoration of wellness balance by supporting the natural processes of the body. If 

you desire the services of someone who is licensed to diagnose, treat or prevent disease then you 

should seek a licensed chiropractic, medical or naturopathic practitioner. 

 

 

 

 

 


